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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Hiroyuki is a lighting designer from Arup Tokyo office, with experience in Tokyo and in France. 11 years After graduating master course, he re-started his research about spaciousness again with professor Yoshizawa last year. I would like to introduce cases of applications of RTRACE command in Environmental Psychology researches undergoing in our laboratory. I’m Tatsuya YAMAMOTO, a master student in Yoshizawa Laboratory, Tokyo University of Science. I develop methods of evaluation of environment using Radiance, Grasshopper and Unity etc.
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
One of the most important research fields of Yoshizawa Laboratory is Environmental Psychology. Environmental psychology is an interdisciplinary field that focuses on the interplay between individuals and their surroundings. In particular, we try to find a good model corresponding to the way we capture the world. World means  including built environments and natural environment. More concretely, we are trying to understand the mechanism how the characteristics of the environment affects us, and to quantify our perception, and evaluate the environment. Here are 3 psychophysical values which could be calculated from physical values. Spaciousness, Sense of security and Quality of View Out.RTRACE command is very useful in these kind of researches. Thanks to RTRACE with equisolid projection, we can capture information of surfaces in view. Available information is not only luminance level but also the distance, orientation and material type, etc.. These information can be used for estimating these psychophysical values.
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Case 1 is about my research, a research about Spaciousness.



Image : scjohnson.com

Light seems to affect spaciousness

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
I’m interested in Spaciousness.Spaciousness is the perceived volume of space. It is a psychophysical value corresponding to the sum of the volume of the interior space and the openness of openings like window.From experience, Spaciousness seems to be affected not only by dimensions, but also the lighting environment.I’ve been thinking about this since I have visited my favorite Johnson Wax Headquarters 13 years ago.



Light seems to affect spaciousness

2. The farther the light is localised from the observer, the more spaciousness is perceived. 

1. The brighter the space is, the more spaciousness is perceived. 

>

>

CIE 2019
EFFECTS OF LIGHTING ON PERCEPTION OF SPACIOUSNESS

Hiroyuki MIYAKE et al.
DOI 10.25039/x46.2019.PO140

http://files.cie.co.at/x046_2019/x046-PO140.pdf

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Here is my 2 hypotheses from where I have started this research.First, the brighter the space is, the more spaciousness is perceived. Second, The farther the light is localised from the observer, the more spaciousness is perceived.

http://files.cie.co.at/x046_2019/x046-PO140.pdf


Spaciousness  =  Log10 (Arithmetic mean of ( L (cd/m2) x D (mm) x cosθ)) (to be further developed)

L = luminance of each pixel : -ov

D = distance from the observing point to the surface in that pixel : -oL

θ = angle between the direction to that pixel and the view axis : od (normalised vector)

cnt 512 512 | rcalc -f equisolid.cal -e "XD=512;YD=512" | 
rtrace -ab 6 -af p.amp -odvL -x 512 -y 512 -fa model.oct > case.csv

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
To develop a model of perception of “Spaciousness” we have created a hypothetical formula and evaluated the reproducibility. It is a formula to calculate spaciousness which is a psychophysical value from physical values. To verify the reproducibility, we have checked  the coefficient of determination between the calculated spaciousness value and  the reported perceptual value from subjects, in different lighting scenes. Utilising 3 physical values: Distance, Luminance, Angle from view axis, this is the provisional formula to explain Spaciousness. Dimensions should fundamentally affect spaciousness. To integrate the effect of lighting environment, Luminance was multiplied to distance. To take the angle from view axis  into consideration, cosine θ was multiplied to that as the effect from the pixels close to the centre of view should be greater than the perimeter. Finally we have calculated the arithmetic mean of all the pixels’ product value and got the common logarithm of that. To obtain these values, RTRACE can help us. With option -ov(small) for luminance, option -oL (large) for distance and option -od (small) for direction.



Equisolid
projection

Equidistant
projection

Orthographic
projection

We need
THIS !!!

-vta option 
available

-vth option 
available

Stereographic
projection

-vts option 
available

cnt 512 512 | rcalc -f equisolid.cal -e "XD=512;YD=512 | 
rtrace -ab 6 -af p.amp -odvL -x 512 -y 512 -fa model.oct > case.csv

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Here is another reason why we use RTRACE. In radiance RPICT, 3 fisheye projections are available to capture the entire view hemisphere. Orthographic projection with -vth, Equidistant projection with -vta and Stereographic projection with -vts. However, with these 3 projections,  it is not easy to calculate the average of pixels, as the solid angle of each pixel is different with the latitude. The 4th projection shown here is the “Equisolid projection” in which the solid angle of each pixel is the same. We need this. Thanks and referring to a script for cylindrical projection by Alex Jacobs, we have written a cal file to convert square grid of diameter 512 pixel to equi-solidly projected on hemisphere.



RTRACE points projection sample 

Visualization of RTRACE points

Square grid dots projected to hemisphere

(diameter 21 px = 344 dots in this example)

(in the research, diameter 512 px = 205,884 pixels are projected)

Square grid dots
on a plane

Dots projected 
to hemisphere

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
This is a visualization of the squaire grid dots on the unit sphere. This is an example with reduced dot density. The diameter is only 20 pixels, when in the research, the diameter was 512 pixels. This pixel diameter is the resolution of the rendered image. You can find that the pixels in the perimeter are distorted to rectangle or diamond when the pixels at the center of the view stays almost square. We eliminated the four corner areas outside of the circle from calculation. These points are projected not on the view hemisphere but on the other hemisphere.
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(luminous surfaces of fixtures are excluded from calculation)

Spaciousness  =  Log10 (Arithmetic mean of ( L (cd/m2) x D (mm) x cosθ)) (to be further developed)
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
This is the result of the experiment to check the formula. The scattering plot shows the relation between the calculated value and the reported spaciousness from the subjects. The dots are aligned on a linear. The coefficient determination value was 0.81 which was sufficiently high. Thus We would say that the formula was reasonable. This was only the first step and further experiment is required. We couldn’t prepare the same lighting method in different distances, and couldn’t prepare rooms with different sizes. We will do another experiment using more suitable space for this research where lighting fixtures and scenes can be controlled more flexibly and precisely.



Experiment
Configuration

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
We have conducted an experiment with questionnaires to subjects in a living room which already existed prior to this experiment. There were downlights, floor standing lights, cove light and pendant lights. These lights were grouped into 3 dimming circuits considering their location in the room. The first group was the downlights and the standing lights which were located far from the subjects. The second group was the pendant lights hung above the table just in front of the subjects. The third group was the cove light which runs 6 meters along the right-side wall.
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Dark
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Experiment
Lighting scenes

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
 By turning on only one of the groups, we set up 3 different lighting scenes in which the localization of light was different, far, close and medium.  We also have created 3 sets of 2 scenes with different level of brightness for these 3 localization patterns. So there were finally 6 different lighting scenes to compare to verify the reliability of the formula.



Produced data

Normalized direction vector (x,y,z)

Pixel number Distance to the pixel

Luminance of the pixel

same as cosθ

Spaciousness  =  Log10 (Arithmetic mean of ( L (cd/m2) x D (mm) x cosθ)) (to be further developed)

L = luminance of each pixel : -ov

D = distance from the observing point to the surface in that pixel : -oL

θ = angle between the direction to that pixel and the view axis : od (normalised vector)

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Here is the data we got from the command. We have standardised direction vector, distance to and luminance of each pixel. We multiplied the distance, the luminance and cos(θ) which is the same as the x value. Afterward, we calculated the arithmetic mean of the value of all the pixels,  and took the normal logarithm of it.



RTRACE OPTIONS

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
For the next step to make the formula better, more information should be deployed.oM option gives us the Material name, and oN option will gives us normal vector of the surface.We are studying how we can implement these values into the formula.



Ratio of each surface type (material name)

Ceiling

Wall - white

Floor

Table

Pendant light

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
The ratio of materials of surfaces in the view. There should be difference according to this ratio. We can grab the ratio of ceiling, wall ,floor, table and other objects. This information pixel by pixel can be associated with the luminance, direction to the surface, direction of the normal vector of the surface. So the function should include these values.



3D Scattering Graph of Luminance, Distance and Direction

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Here is the 3D scattering plot of the 3 physical values. In this view, we can grab how the lit surface is distributed by distance and angle. The observation point is at the corner, where distance is 0 and cosθ is 1. It seems that not only the distance to lit surfaces from observers, but also the placement in the room affect spaciousness. We are trying how we can implement the distance between lit areas into the formula.
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This is an additional topic from our laboratory. Scalar illuminance, the density of light at a point was considered as one of the factors which affects to different psychophysical values like brightness. In definition, the scalar illuminance is the quantity of light going through infinitesimal sphere divided by the area of the sphere. However, this is not an easy thing to measure or calculate. So the cubic illumination is often used as a simpler, easier-to-measure the approximate scaler illuminance. However, we were not sure about the precision of cubic illuminance. So we have calculated the value with these 3 different methods.The first one is the cubic illumination. The second one is the average of the small surface illuminance. We prepared a 18,000 surfaces geodesic dome and take average of all the surface illuminance values. In the third one we used the luminance level from all the directions. In a sphere with luminance L evenly distributed inside, the scalar illuminance is Pi x L everywhere. So the average of the Pi x L is the same as the scalar illuminance. For simulation, we used an imaginary 1m cube box with a small light source at the center top, grid arrayed measurement points.



Scaler illuminance - calculated values
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This is the scattering plot with the 3 calculation methods. X value is the cubic illumination, Y is the Scalar illumination calculated in geodesic illuminance average method and the pixels luminance average method. We are surprised how precise the cubic illuminance even though it is using only 6 representative values. For the moment, we have not yet further studied why the values of geodesic illuminance average method and pixels luminance average value method  are slightly different. It seems that cubic illuminance is precise enough for practical uses. We will further investigate and calculate in more uneven lighting situations, where more contrast will exist, and vector component ratio will be bigger.
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In the second case I would like to introduce a rather old reseath by another researcher.



THE AMOUNT OF VISUAL RADIATION 

AND THE SENSE OF SAFETY FROM CRIME
Astudy of the site planning of multi − family housing 

considering the residents' mutual visual interactions (Part 1)

Ryuzo OHNO, Miki KONDO

Journal of Archit. Plann. Environ. Engng，AIJ，No.467, Jan., 1995

CONCEPT OF AMBIENT VISION 

AND DESCRIPTION METHOD OF AMBIENT VISUAL INFORMATION
A study on description method of ambient visual information and its application (Part 1)

Ryuzo OHNO

Journal of Archit. Plann. Environ. Engng，AIJ，No.451, Sep., 1993

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
This is a research by Professor. OHNO of Tokyo Institute of Technology conducted about 25 years ago.It was to estimate the sense of security from the visual solid angle ratio of walls with windows in the view .I would introduce this research as I found that the concept is similar, because he corrected the information in the view about the solid angle and material.



Ambient Visual Information (1993)

Image : Ryuzo OHNO

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Professor Ohno created a program to capture the material color in a 3d model space surfaces. As this was a rather old research, the function of this program was very simple, the divided pixels number is only 27 in vertical and 72, which was 5 degrees at the equator.In this view, you can find that each pixel is colored by material, sky, building, tree, grass, earch or pavement.



Experiment about sense of security in a housing complex site

The ratio of wall with window in the 
view from each point

Image : Ryuzo OHNO

プレゼンター
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The group conducted a research in an housing complex. First they have done an enquate interview to the residents to point out the places where they feel unsecurity and made a map of that. Next, they calculated the solid angle ratio of the wall with window in the view. Ohno named this level of ratio of wall with window as “visual radiation” which sounds Japanese English.



Ambient visulal information mapping

Reported area where residents 
feel unsecured

The ratio level of wall with window 
in the view from each point

Image : Ryuzo OHNO
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On the left, this is the map of reported areas where the residents feel insecure. On the right, this is the mapping of visual radiation level, the ratio of wall with window in the view from each points, 4m grid covering the area. Ohno found the relation between the reported area and the low visual ratio of windows, and concluded that the ratio.



with RTRACE

Only 1,944 pixels 

(Horizontal 72 x Vertical 27)

↓

411,772 pixels or more

(512 x 512 x Pi/4 x 2)

much better resolution different information can be deployed

Image : Ryuzo OHNO

プレゼンター
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Here, what can we do with RTRACE? Much better resolution. With Rtrace, it is possible to calculate the ratio of window but not the wall. In addition, different information can be taken into consideration using options. Material name is the essential. Direction could be useful as the angle to the window will matter. Distance to the window, too. The Location and the direction of the window would too.This was a research about sense of security, but I believe that this kind of method to capture different kinds of information in the view would be applicable similar kind of environmental psychology researches.
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Next, in case 3, Yamamoto-san would like to talk about a research conducted by OHKI-san of our laboratory.  (10 sec)



FAÇADE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION BASED ON ENERGY USAGE, GLARE, 
AND VIEW USING RADIANCE AND NEWHASP

Ohki, C., Okamoto, T., Tadaki, J., Ohga, H., Yoshizawa, N.

CIE x046:2019 Proceedings of the 29th CIE SESSION / DOI 10.25039/x46.2019.PO145

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
The main purpose of this research, ”FAÇADE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION BASED ON ENERGY USAGE, GLARE, AND VIEW USING RADIANCE AND NEWHASP” which was presented in CIE 2019 quadrennial session is to find the best condition of outside vertical louver and inside venetian blind with Pareto analysis changing the dimensions, angle and pitch of elements, considering thermal load into the room,  glare and view quality from an observing point.



FAÇADE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION BASED ON ENERGY USAGE, GLARE, 
AND VIEW USING RADIANCE AND NEWHASP

Ohki, C., Okamoto, T., Tadaki, J., Ohga, H., Yoshizawa, N.

CIE x046:2019 Proceedings of the 29th CIE SESSION / DOI 10.25039/x46.2019.PO145

プレゼンター
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These are the vertical louvers and venetian blind. Changing the dimensions and angles and pitch, the quantity of direct and indirect light coming into the room change accordingly. The view quality, ( in this research it is defined as the ratio of view out), changes too.



プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
This is the entire flow and configuration of the multi-objective optimization simulation model. With Radiance, direct radiation module, diffuse radiation module, dimming level module, glare module and view module were used. The energy study like heat load and air conditioning energy usage were studied using NewHASP and VRF system simulation. RTRACE command was used in the view module.



プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
This is the calculation of “view index”. Using RTRACE command, the material of each pixel is captured, so as to know the ratio of solid angle in the view hemisphere. In the view, there were venetian blind, vertical louver, interior wall and floor and ceiling which is not “view out”, while ground and sky which are “view out”. In this research, the “view index” was calculated as the ratio of pixels of the sky and ground material in the view. We used the equisolid angle projection, in order to calculate the “view index”. It is  simply the number of the pixels of view out divided by the entire pixel number in the view hemisphere. N is the pixel number of view out, while πR^2 (square) is the number of pixels in the hemisphere.



プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
This graph is the result. The x axis shows the orientation of the vertical louver elements and the y axis shows the slat angle of venetian blind. The slat angle of the venetian blind was the biggest factor and the effect of the angle of the vertical louvers are rather small.



Material = ground
rgb = 88, 66, 57
L= 100
distance = 16m

Material = sky
rgb = 135, 206, 235
L = 3000 
distance = infinite

Material = building
rgb = 211, 211, 211
L= 600
distance = 40m

DIN EN 17037, 
5.2 Assessment for view out

example:
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In this research we didn’t have time to develop further “Quality of view out” assessment system. However, as we already have a method to capture the material and distance to each surface, we could develop a better model to evaluate “view out” or “openness”. For reference, in the section of “Assessment for view out” in the new European Daylight Standard, these variables shown in the slide are mentioned to have effect to the “view out” quality. Not only the size and dimensions of opening but also the distance to the surfaces outside and number of types of materials.



Thank you for your attention
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